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Taunton Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 224 pages. Dimensions: 9.9in. x 8.0in.
x 0.6in.Slow cookers are popular for good reason: Theyre the ultimate kitchen problem solvers. If
youre watching your budget, theyre well worth the 30 they cost since they can turn the cheapest
cuts of meat into unctuous, mouth-watering results worthy of a five-star restaurant. Slow cookers
also do the hard work, cooking for hours while youre out of the house only to come home to a meal
just about ready to eat. And since slow cookers keep food warm, they allow different family
members to eat at different times: a practical option in a world of staggered schedules. Yet, slow
cookers have an image problem. Most home cooks use them for cold weather meals only, while
others think slow cookers can only produce food thats mushy, bland, and watery or rely solely on
shortcut ingredients like spice packets, bouillon cubes, and bottled sauces. No longer does this
must-have kitchen tool deserve to be stored away when spring months hit. In Year-Round Slow
Cooker, home cooks will find 100 delicious, modern, practical slow cooker recipes featuring
seasonal produce. Recipes speak to the home cook whose palate is more...
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Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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